------------ from IARF ------------

youtu.be/ocNTQfmh9gQ

youtu.be/yuqGs7kMYas

youtu.be/eFSQCgNsg-c

------------ from York ------------

youtu.be/-bDKb_JU6_M

youtu.be/QlI2pZ9e_bU

youtu.be/gLKz95b8Mgw

Sony Delight

We are pleased to announce the purchase of another camera
bringing the total available to us to three. This unit will remain
in the south for filming in the South. “The specification of this
piece of equipment is perfect!” said James Barry “It has the
features that we need, but its £2,500 price
tag means it is at the lower end of the
professional range so we don’t have
functions we are not going to use. It
is fully HD (many cameras claim to be
HD but are not) with a lens suitable
for shooting in low light conditions. It
has many options for recording very high
quality sound.
Until now we have had to record this
separately and then stitch it in to place
when editing the film which is very slow
work.”
The camera has already been used for
several new films including some at the
York Chapel and
for the IARF at
Horsham. “The only
problem now is that
I really need a new
computer - the file
sizes are just so large. It
took 18 hours to render one film the
other day!” James added.

IARF Films

Horsham Unitarians hosted the national
IARF conference and UKunitarianTV was
there to film the first day.
Three films were produced for
this interfaith event. Particularly
recommended is the film about the Holy
Land and Stuart Coupe’s playing.

LDPA on Board

A big thanks to the London District
who have made £1,000 available
for audio equipment. It was this
aspect of the recording that proved
to be the weak link at the district
conference earlier in the year. The
grant has been used to purchase
a radio lapel system and 3 high
quality microphones that are
specifically designed for recording
instruments or choirs.
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Recordings from York

A visit to York on a Sunday
morning in August has created
three new videos. The plan
to record the whole service
was abandoned when two of
James’s radio microphones had
interference from the Taxi rank
outside. The new equipment
purchased since the event will
prevent this problem occurring
again.

Why go UCCN
youtu.be/-bDKb_JU6_M

youtu.be/QlI2pZ9e_bU

youtu.be/gLKz95b8Mgw

The three films that were
produced included one entitled ‘Why I go to York
Unitarian Chapel’ and is in a format we have used
before. It was felt this one contained a better
balance than previous versions. The second film
focused on one of the Chapel’s pianists and the
third was of the sermon.

Auto-Cue Practice

On Saturday 28th September there will be an
opportunity for anyone who wishes, to have a go
using an auto-cue. This new piece of equipment,
kindly sponsored by Rev Dr Ann Peart, will be setup
in the Dukinfield Chapel. This equipment is very
useful when filming mediations or reading as the
presenter can read what is on the screen and
still be looking into the camera. UKunitarianTV is
very grateful to Ann for purchasing this piece of
equipment for us. Anyone in the area who wishes
to have a go at using this kit should email us on
support@ukunitarians.org.uk.
We are also looking for people
who would be willing to be part
of the ‘Why I am a Unitarian’
series of films.
youtu.be/7HGZFQYkxFo

by James Barry
It is my belief that our history of ensuring that
Unitarians don’t evangelise is our biggest downfall.
We seemed to have turned not telling someone
what to believe into not telling them anything
about us at all. I realise there was a time when
we were persecuted but that was a long time ago
now! We seem to spend so much of our time and
resources trying to ensure that the quality of the
worship we offer is of a high standard and very
little in ensuring that people know it is happening.
We have colleges, courses and an abundance
of material to help worship leaders, and very
little on how to get people through the door. In
corporate terms we believe our product (worship
services) will sell itself and there is no need for
strong PR or marketing. UKunitarianTV is trying
to help enable that if someone googles us, they
can see what we do in video format. This will
not of course help them decide to put the word
‘Unitarian’ into a search engine. UCCN is a network
of Unitarians who want to help congregations with
this ‘promotional’ aspect. If you don’t think it is
necessary, just compare what we do with your
other local churches, look at the posters on the
pavements, the banners across the building, the
large number of colourful leaflets just inside the
door. They do it because it is necessary. At the
next UCCN conference in November there are
three particular aspects being discussed. 1) How
to get the best out of blogging; 2) Ideas of what
we should do with newsletters in this the internet
age; and 3) How to produce films for the internet.
UKunitarianTV will be very involved in this third
strand and will give practical advice to those who
want to practice in front or of behind the camera
whether for UKunitarianTV or not. So if your
congregation is thinking of producing podcasts or
films, or you want to get the best out of a visit
from one of the UKunitarianTV film crews please
consider sending a member of your congregation
to UCCN.
More details at www.uccn.org.uk

